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PRESIDENTIAL CRASHPADS TO POST-OFFICE CONVERSIONS.  
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Strolling through the Pigalle neighbourhood and into this eight-  
storey Art Deco relic� there’s a distinct sense of a time when the 

Twenties roared� A late-night hotspot on boulevard Marguerite de 
Rochechouart� the hotel’s Jazz Age incarnation drew in travelling 

artists� intellectuals and a smattering of stars� It’s now part of Orso� a 
new collection of hotels run by industry veterans Louis and Anouk 

Solanet (also behind Hotel Wallace below)� and the sultry theatrics 
of the era make a welcome comeback� The couple teamed up with 

Charlotte de Tonnac and Hugo Sauzay of Festen Architecture to 
revive the building’s legacy with modern touches� Some of the finest 
original details were restored� from the Thirties blue mosaic floor in 
the restaurant to the marble staircase and glass lift� Upstairs� ��� 

rooms were given an autumnal� woody touch with shades of bronze� 
ochre and terracotta� Decorative details� from the burl-wood 

headboards to the curved armchairs and alabaster suspension lamps� 
thoughtfully whisk guests to another time� The Sacré-Coeur looms 
large from northern-facing bedroom windows (and in some cases� 
balconies) but is visible to all from the rooftop bar� On the ground 

floor� an old-world brasserie with plush banquettes serves up 
comforting Parisian classics� from chicken-liver pâté to roasted pork 
belly with crisp frites and the signature crêpe cake – a family recipe 

guests invariably try to coax out of the sta�� Come spring� the 
experience will come full circle when the old Mikado club of the ����s� 
one floor underground� returns as a speakeasy to begin a new chapter of 

Pigalle nightlife� LT Doubles from about ����� hotelrochechouart�com 

BEST FOR TWENTIES DECADENCE

HOTEL ROCHECHOUART

Despite being within eyeshot of the Ei�el Tower and the gilded dome 
of Napoleon’s tomb� the ��th arrondissement in western Paris has 

always felt more like a neighbourhood than a destination per se�  
For the Wallace’s owners� Louis and Anouk Solanet� that was part of 

the charm when they gave a coolly retro makeover to a derelict 
building which locals might vaguely recall was once a low-cost hotel� 
Now� it feels like the heart of a quietly hip village� in an area of little 
boutiques and specialist food stores� The Solanets maintained the 

original structure but added several floors and a leafy terrace 
accessible from the third floor� with a Nordic bath� outdoor sauna 

and classic view of Parisian rooftops� Among the �� bedrooms� 
several on the first few floors have more of a motel vibe – small but 
comfortable� with windows looking onto an interior glass roof� The 
others� including the top-floor junior suite with a sizeable double 
balcony dotted with deckchairs and bedroom skylight� evoke the 
elegance of an Orient Express-style night car� Headboards and 
shelves are sleek� in lacquered and varnished wood� while brass 

reading lamps� fringed light fixtures and Kartell nightstands add to the 
retro vibe� Striped coral-and-white curtains lend a hint of Riviera 
colour� while the terrazzo floors and bathroom countertops are 

signatures of the interior designers� French-Italian duo Samantha 
Hauvette and Lucas Madani� There’s no on-site restaurant� but the 

glass-covered cocktail bar has a menu of local nibbles selected  
by the team at cult rotating-chef restaurant Fulgurances� LT  

Doubles from about ����� hotelwallaceparis�com 

BEST FOR MOD-RETRO STYLE

HOTEL WALLACE
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